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nano wall system
A light-weight, streamlined wall system for companies, museums
and all presentations where fast changes are key.

lovely and light
nano is a streamlined wall system featuring a lightweight design. The thin walls exude
elegance and look just as good in both modern and historical settings. Thanks to their
set up procedure, they can also be used in sensitive surroundings and those subject to
preservation orders.
Wherever a light-weight solution is needed, nano is the ideal choice: whether for an exhibition which frequently changes its location, in-house exhibitions or company events,
or as a display wall for a small presentation.
Whether in the foyer today or tomorrow at an anniversary celebration, a party the next
day or as a mobile notice board.
The ideal wall system for small but stylish appearances, nano is compact to transport
and quick to assemble.

walls, connectors and height adjusters
With this ensemble most construction situations can be covered. For all other cases, we
will most certainly have a suitable solution on hand.
Assembly is self-explanatory. The walls are joined together using plastic connectors.
No tools are needed. A narrow seam defines the connected elements.
Various accessories can easily be hung on a groove which runs right along the top.
The walls can be directly printed or alternatively, graphics can be attached on removable media panels or on dedicated frames.
Visit our website www.formatdisplay.de for more information.

nano features a simple connection system. Invisible connectors enhance the smooth
homogenous flow of the walls and surfaces. Our system does not have any obtrusive
design elements. A perfect backdrop for your presentations.

There is no reason why specific areas cannot be accentuated to complement the super
smoothness. Impressive effects can be achieved on your trade fair booth or exhibition
by using background lighting.

streamlined presentation walls
The demands placed on the flexibility of exhibition systems for touring exhibitions are
very challenging due to constantly changing local factors. This not only applies to the
continuously changing premises but also to the logistics.
Transport volume is considerably reduced due to our extra thin light walls, making bottlenecks such as lifts and spiral staircases easy to negotiate. Thanks to its light weight,
nano can always be carried by one person.
With practical accessories and its sleek look, nano sets new standards in both
functionality and aesthetics.

interesting
possibilities...
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about us
format Messe + Display GmbH develops and distributes modular display and
presentation systems.
Thanks to our partner, format Atelier für Messe + Design GmbH, many years
of experience with using systems and day-to-day problems in trade fair stand
construction flow into our development work.
Everything that we market we test in advance on ourselves!
With our partners you can also use the systems effectively internationally.
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